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There are basically two kinds of 
economic development  strategies: 
import new businesses and jobs 
from elsewhere, or grow your 
own. Kentucky’s leaders have long 
focused on the first strategy, with a 
lot more misses than hits.  

Awesome Inc. — a startup-
business accelerator in downtown 
Lexington run by a bunch of smart, 
young techies — works with local 
investors and entrepreneurs to create home-
grown businesses and jobs.

Last Wednesday, I joined about 100 
other people at Awesome Inc.’s offices 
for Demo Day to watch five groups of 

young, local entrepreneurs make 
 presentations about the companies 
they are working to create.

Before the presentations, Nick 
Seguin, a former manager of 
 entrepreneurship for the  Kauffman 
Foundation, discussed why 
this work is important for both 
 communities and individuals.

“If we want more jobs, startups 
are what matter,” Seguin said, 

 noting that most net new jobs in America 
are created by businesses less than six years 
old. But, he cautioned, “Success is built on 
a lot of failures.”

Strong results for morning 
news at WLEX, which has hired 
a replacement for departed co-
anchor Nicole Pence, once again 
highlighted a victory for the NBC 
affiliate in local newscast ratings. 

In July, Channel 18 won six of the 
eight competitive newscast time slots in 
 household ratings, dropping only noon and 
12:30 p.m. to rival CBS affiliate WKYT 
(Channel 27). WLEX outpaced WKYT 
in those time slots, though, in advertiser-
favored demographics such as adults ages 
18 to 49 and 25 to 54. 

WLEX news director Bruce 
Carter said the results “reaffirm 
the ratings success we had in 
May and the trend we’ve been 
seeing the last few years, which 
is that LEX18 news is quickly 
becoming the No. 1 news source 
here in the Bluegrass.”

The July results returned the local 
newscast ratings to some normalcy after 
Nielsen’s May analysis said WLEX won all 
competitive newscast time periods, marking 
the first time in memory that the station 
beat WKYT in the noon and 12:30 p.m. 
time slots.

Demo Day is full of possibilities WLEX news is 6 for 8 in July 
At Awesome Inc., 5 groups describe the companies they’re creating NBC affiliate wins all but noon, 12:30 competitive time slots
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CoachCraft, a decades-old small 
 business in downtown Lexington, is 
 moving out of the city center.

Effective Sept. 17, the company, which 
specializes in upholstery for vehicles and 
boats, will move from the east end of 
downtown to a larger location at 805 Floyd 
Drive, off Loudon Avenue.

“We enjoy and love the activity 
 downtown here; it’s going to be  different 
over there in that sense,” said Pete 
 Bennett, who owns the business with his 
wife, Diane. “But it’s a larger facility for 
our shop and has ample parking.”

A downtown fixture since the early 
1950s , CoachCraft handles upholstery, 
convertible tops, sunroofs and other 

 accessories on vehicles, essentially most 
anything on the insides of cars, trucks, 
vans, motorcycles and boats. The company 
also does custom work like interiors for 
collectible vehicles, such as re-creations 
of the Scooby-Doo cartoons’ psychedelic 
Mystery Machine van.

But the company sits on an unusual 
leased property. The building stretches 
directly to the edge of its property line, so 
CoachCraft’s side exit door opens on to the 
adjacent property and uses an access road 
on that land.

When the adjoining property sold in re-
cent years for a future redevelopment project, 
“we just didn’t feel like we could take on 
another five-year lease, since there could be 
an end to our side exit,” Pete Bennett said.

Business is lured from its 
Main Street home by larger 
workspace, ample parking 
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DETAILS
CoachCraft: The upholsterer that has been down-
town for decades is moving to 805 Floyd Dr. Its 
phone number remains the same: (859) 252-0841. 
Learn more online at Coachcraftky.com .

Diane and Pete Bennett have owned CoachCraft since 1991. They’re the third set of owners 
of the business, which has been on Main Street since the early 1950s.
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Jonas Taulbee, left, and Ruben Rodriguez worked on a soft top on a vintage Triumph at CoachCraft, which is moving from Main Street to a larger space on Floyd Drive next week.
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CoachCraft is 
cruising to a new location


